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RELIGIOUS AND CULTURAL POLITICS 
IN TIRANT LO BLANC: 
THE MEDITERRANEAN CONTEXTS OF CHIVALRY 
R. J. GONZALEZ-CASANOV AS 
This article compares the types of Christian chivalry in the 
works of two important authors of medieval and Renaissance 
Catalan literature: Llull's encyclopedic confessions, Llibre de 
contemplació, treatise on Christian chivalry, Llibre de l'Orde 
de Cavalleria, and religious romance, Blanquerna, are studied 
as points of reference and of contrast for Martorell and Galba's 
Tirant lo Blanc. Such a comparison enables one to perceive both 
the evolution in cultural values and the changing narrative func-
tions of the Knight of Christ in a period that spans crusades, 
missions, and world wars in the Mediterranean. In place of 
Llull's apostolic and mystical knight-hermit, who reflects an 
emphasis on interior conversion as the basis of communa1 refor-
mation and relígious harmony, Martorell presents the historical 
yet romanticized image of the "relígious knight (in an age of 
ascetic military orders like the Hospitalers), who strives to 
spread Christianity and expand Christendom (spiritual faith 
and worldly dominance), not only through his heroic example, 
but also through the practical means of polítical marriages, 
diplomatic alliances, and military victories. The evolution of 
Christian chivalry from Llull to Martorell represents, on the 
level of propaganda and rhetoric, a change from a medieval vi-
sion of holy warfare , within a providential and eschatological 
scheme of history, to Renaissance perspectives on religious 
power amid the real conflicts of a modern world. 
By examining Tirant lo Blanc according to the multi ple and 
ambivalent contexts of heroism that operate in an age of tran-
sition and by considering representative texts that depict, in 
both iconographic and melodramatic ways, the models of 
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knights and courtiers, it is possible to establish a hermeneutic 
strategy for reading this Western fiction about an Eastern socie-
ty. This interpretative process helps the Western reader of 
Tirant's exemplary story (of a knight's training, exploits, loves, 
triumph,and death) understand the Eastern mythos that frames 
it: the rise and fall of a great he ro mirrors and recapitulates 
the rise and fall of the last great Christian empire; from a 
secularized perspective, the victories of the Breton knight and 
of his Byzantine Emperor are cast in the tragic pattern of a 
mortal glory that having been celebrated must pas s and lead 
to mourning as well as fame. Just as the life and death of Tirant 
symbolizes the transformation and passing of one paradigm of 
chivalry (that of the Christian champion and crusader), the im-
minent fall of Constantinople in the fifteenth century signals 
the end of the Middle Ages and the beginning of the 
Renaissance. The no vel Tirant lo Blanc thus oHers the modern 
reader a model of cultural hermeneutics on three levels: the 
intercultural settings and coeds of action of the crusade against 
the Turks, the crosscultural ideals of courtly love and chivalric 
service, and the metacultural critique of a self-reflective and 
ironic narrative about literary heroes and heroines caught in 
the worldly realities and intricacies of what for East and West 
represents a problematic period in the history of both Christen-
dom and Christianity. 
1. TIRANT'S CHIVALRIC MISSION: 
FROM ENGLAND TO NORTH AFRICA 
In didactic and narrative works of Catalan literature written 
between the thirteenth and fifteenth centuries,' the ex-
, On medieval and Renaissance Catalan literature of this period , see: 
Patricia J. Boehne, Tbe Renaissance Catalan NaveI, Boston, Twayne, I989; 
Martí de Riquer, Història de la literatura catalana, I, Barcelona, Ariel, I964, 
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emplary function of the Christian knight as lay preacher 
undergoes an evolution: at various times represented as her-
mit or crusader (contemplative or active), he is gradually 
transformed from a sage witness, who exemplifies his own con-
version of heart, to that of militant propagandist, who strives 
to convert others through force of words and arms.' This 
transformation becomes manifest through a comparison of 
Ramon Llull's Llibre de contemplació (I270-I272), Llibre de 
l'Orde de cavalleria (I 2 74-I 275), and Llibre d'Evast e Blanquerna 
(I 283-I 285), withJoanot Martorell and MartíJoan de Galba's 
Tirant lo Blanc (I46o-I490).' 
6 vols.; Arthur Terry and]oaquim Rafel, Intraducción a la lengua y la literatura 
catalanas, tr o A. Hauf, Barcelona, Ariel, 1977; and David]. Viera, Medieval 
Catalan Literature: Frase and Drama, New York, Twayne, 1988. 
, For the general background of chivalry as a cultural complex, see: 
Georges Duby, The Chivalrous Society, tro G. Postan, Berkeley, Univ. of 
California Press, 1977; Franco Cardini, «The Warrior and the Knight», 
Medieval Callings, ed. ]. Le Goff and tro 1. G. Cochrane, Chicago, Univ. 
of Chicago Press, 1990, 74-II1; Maurice Keen, Chivalry, New Haven, Yale 
Univ. Press, 1984; and C. Stephen]aeger, The Origins ofCourtliness: Civiliz-
ing Trends and the Formation of Courtly Ideals, 930-12IO, Philadelphia, Univ. 
of Pennsylvania Press, 1985. 
, Quotations from Llull are from the following eds.: LC = Libre de con-
templació, in Obres essencials [OE], 2: 97-1.269, Barcelona, Selecta, 1960; 
LOC = Llibre de l'Orde de cavalleria, ed. M. Gustà, Barcelona, Edicions 62, 
1980; and LEB = Llibre d'Evast e Blanquerna, eds. S. Galmés, A. Caimari, 
and R. Guilleumas, Barcelona, Barcino/EIs Nostres Clàssics, 1935, 1947, 
and 1954, 4 vols. 
Quotations from Martorell and Galba are from TB = Tirant lo Blanc, ed. 
M. de Riquer, Barcelona, Edicions 62/Les Millors Obres de la Literatura 
Catalana, 1983, 2 vols. 
For studies on Llull's works on chivalry and utopia, see: Miguel Batllori, 
«Introducción» to Libro del Ol'den de Caballería, in Obras literarias of Ramon 
Llull, Madrid, BAC, 1948,97-104; Pere Bohigas, «Introducció» to Libre de 
l'Orde de cavalleria, in Obres essencials of Ramon Llull, I: 515-526, Barcelona, 
Selecta, 1957; Tomas Carreras Artau, «L'esperit cavalleresc en la producció 
lul·liana», Estudios filosóficos, 2: Escritos histórico-filosóficos, Barcelona, CSIC, 
1968,72-75; Carlos Clavería, «Sobre la traducción inglesa del Libre de l'orde 
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As cultural background to the literary phenomenon of ehris-
tian chivalry, the combined figure of the knight and hermit 
represents an exemp1ary type based on traditions of asceticism, 
wisdom, preaching, crusades, and courtly love; it serves initially 
as a model of spiritua1ized service and allegorical warfare.· 
de cavalleria de Ramon Llull», Analecta sacra ta/'/'aconensia, 15 (1942), 65-74; 
Roberto]. Gonz:ilez-Casanovas, Predicación y narrativa en Ramón Llull: De 
imagen a semejanza en «Blanquerna», Ph. D. Diss. Harvard Univ. 1990; Marina 
Gustà, «Estudi introductori» to Libre de l'Orde de Cavalleria, Barcelona, Edi-
cions 62, 1980; ]. N . Hillgarth, «Raymond Lulle et l'utopie», Estudios 
Lulianos, 25 (1981-1983), 175-185; Manuel Sanchis Guarner, «L'ideal 
cavalleresc definit per Ramon Llull», Estudios Lulianos, 2 (1968),37-62; and 
Wolfgang SchIeicher, Ram011 Lulls «Libre de Evast e Blanquerna»: Eine Unter-
suchung über den Einfltlss del' Franziskanisch-DomÍ11Íkanischen Predigt auf die 
Prosawerke des Katalanischen Dichters, Genève, Librairie E. Droz, 1958. 
For studies on Martorell's narrative art, see: Juan Bautista AvaIIe-Arce, 
«Tirant lo Blanch, Amadís de Gaula y la caballeresca medieval», Studies in 
Honor of Sumner M. Greenfield, eds. H. 1. Boudreau and 1. GonzaIez del 
VaIIe, Lincoln, Univ. of Nebraska Press, 1985, 17-31; PatriciaJ. Boehne, 
Tbe Renaissance Catalan Novel, 86-123; Kathleen McNerney, Tirant lo Blanc 
Revisited, Detroit, Michigan Consortium for Medieval and Early Modern 
Studies , 1983; Lluís Nicolau d'Olwer, «Sobre les fonts catalanes de! Tirant 
lo Blanc», Revista de Bibliografia Catalana, 5 (1905), 5-37; Martí de Riquer, 
El combate imaginario, Barcelona, Barral, 1972 (repr. Barcelona, Sirmio, 
1990), Història de la literatura catalana, I: 632-721, and «Introducción» to 
Tirante el Blanco: Versión castellana impresa en Valladolid en 15II, Madrid, 
Espasa-CalpejCI:isicos Castellanos, 1974, 5 vols.; and Arthur Terry, 
«Character and Role in Tirant lo Blanc», Essays 011 Narrative Fiction in the 
Iberian Peninsula in Honour of Frank Pierce, ed. R. B. Tate, VaIencia, Dolphin, 
1982 , 177-195 . 
• The institutionaI and spiritual aspects of medieval eremiticism in this 
period incIude: the evolution of ascetic practices, the infIuence of Cister-
cian thought on military-religious orders, the rise oE mendicant orders, the 
development oE lay devotion among beghards and beguines, and the various 
efforts to restore the evange!ical, apostolic, and prophetic models oE the ear-
ly Church (incIuding such groups as the Franciscan spirituaIs andJoachirnites) . 
For recent interpretations of medieval spirituality, see the collections of 
studies contained in Bernard McGinn and John Meyendorff (eds.), Cbris-
tian Spirituality, I: Origins to tbe Twelfth Century, New York, Crossroad, 1985, 
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This historical, yet symbolic image emerges in several medieval 
works of propaganda that serve as possible sources of informa-
tion or inspiration for Llull and later for Martorell: John of 
Salisbury's Policratus, Etienne de Fougères' Livre de manières, 
St. Bernard of Clairvaux's De laude novae militiae, the various 
versions of the Quest for the Holy Grail, and Alfonso X the 
Wise's Siete partidas (Partida 2). As the typology of Christian 
chivalry evolves in secular treatises and narratives-fromJuan 
Manuel's Libro del Caballero y del escudero to Amadís de 
Gaula-the polítical and psychological aspects of knight-her-
mits become dominant. This change can be traced by compar-
ing the didactic and fictional works of Llull and of Martorell 
and Galba: ' these texts evolve in the contexts of church 
and inJi11 Raitt (ed.), Christian Spirituality, 2 : High Middle Ages and Refor-
mation, New York, Crossroad, 1987. The first volume includes: J ean Leclercq, 
«Monasticism and Asceticism: the West» (113-13 I) and «Ways of Prayer and 
Contemplation» (415-426); Basil Pennington, «The Cistercians» (205-217); 
and Sis ter Donald Corcoran, «Spiritual Guidance» (444-452) . The second 
volume includes: J . A. Wayne Hellmann, «Spirituality of the Franciscans» 
(31 -49), and Keith J. Egan, «Spirituality of the Carmelites» (50-62). 
General background on late-medieval religious culture are found in these 
studies: Mircea Eliade, A History of Religious Ideas, 3: From Muhammad to 
the Age ofReforms, trs. A. Hiltebeitel and D . Apostolos-Cappadona, Chicago, 
Univ . of Chicago Press , 1985; Margaret R. Miles, Practicing Christianity: 
Critical Perspectives for and Embodied Spirituality, New York, Crossroad, 1988; 
Steven Ozment, The Age ofReform, I250-I550: An Intellectual and Religious 
History of Late Medieval and Reformation Europe, New Haven, Yale Univ. 
Press, 1980; R. W . Southern, Western Society and the Church in the Middle 
Ages [The Pelican History of the Church, 2], Harmondsworth, UK, Penguin, 
1970; André Vauchez, Religion et société dans l 'Occident médiéval, Torino, 
Bottega d'Erasmo, 1980; and Donald Weinstein and Rudolph M. Bell, Saints 
and Society: The Two Worlds of Western Christendom, IOOO-I700, Chicago, 
Univ. of Chicago Press, 1982. 
5 Cf . Boehne, The Renaissance Catalan Novel, 100-101 : «The value of 
Llull's influence is to set forth a concept of a model knight.. . If Martorell 
had remained constrained by the model of Llull, the novel would nat have 
attained the modernity, openness of characterization, and freedom of action 
that it possesses». 
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renewal, missions to Islam, military-religious orders, crusades 
in the East and West, and the wars against the Turks for con-
trol of the Mediterranean. 6 
In Llull' s Llibre de contemplació (c. l 12), Orde de cavalleria 
(especially the prologue), and Blanquerna (cc. 42-48,50-52,64, 
80, 82-8}, 85, 87, and II5), the theory and practice of Chris-
tian knighthood is developed in sueh a way as to highlight the 
privileged ex ample of the knight-hermit. In this respeet, one 
finds several well-developed models of virtue among the 
characters in the third work: the Emperor who dedieates himself 
to the service of Lady Valor and seeks to join Blanquerna in 
his hermitage; various knights who experienee a religious eon-
version that leads them to a life of prayer, preaehing, erusades, 
and martyrdom; and Blanquerna' s own struggle in society and 
in his soul, as a symbo1ie knight of Cod, to defeat vanity, viee, 
and temptation, and to help estab1ish the rule of order, justice, 
and eharity in Christendom. 
In the early Llibre de contemplació, Llull already includes 
all the key aspeets of his model of Christian chivalry. First, 
he advoeates the restoration of the religious purpose at the 
eenter of all social institucions: 
Benaurats són aquells cavallers qui mantenen 1'orde de cavalleria 
segons la noblea de 1'ofici de cavalleria; car a l'orde de cavalleria veig 
mantenir lo món, en ço que los cavallers són ocasió per què·ls prínceps 
6 On Christian-Islamic relations in this period of expansion and conflict 
for East and West, see: Norman Daniel, Islam and the West, Edinburgh, Edin-
burgh Univ. Press, 1966; Benjamin Z. Kedar, Crusade and Mission: EU1"Opean 
Approaches toward the Muslims, Princeton, Princeton Univ. Press, 1982; María 
Rosa Menocal, The Arabic Role in Medieval Literary History , Philadelphia, 
Univ. of Pennsylvania Press, 1987; Kha1il Semaan (ed.), Islam and tbe Medieval 
West, Albany, SUNY Press, 1980; R. W. Southern, Western Views olIslam in 
tbe Middle Ages, Cambridge, MA, Harvard Univ. Press, 1962; and W. Mont-
gomery Watt, Tbe Inlluence ol Islam on Medieval Europe, Edinburgh, Edin-
burgh Univ. Press, 1972. 
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tenen terra; e .. . perquè los prínceps mantenen justícia, e per los cava-
llers són vençuts e sobrats los mals hòmens, e per los cavallers és 
mantenguda sancta Església ... Enaixí, Sènyer, com los clergues han 
ofici de vós a loar e a pregar per lo poble, enaixí los cavallers han ofici 
que's combaten per la fe romana (LC, c. 112: ss. 28-29; II : 341). 
Second, he makes a distinction between spiritual and worldly 
forms of knighthood: 
Los cavallers mundans veem, Sènyer, qui·s guarneixen de ferre e de 
fust, e ve em-los combatre e nafrar e morir, e veem que ab grans treballs 
se van infernar en penes perdurables; e-ls cavallers celestials veem, 
Sènyer, que's guarneixen ab amor e ab paciència, e ab veritat e ab 
devoció, e ab làgremes e ab plors e contrició; e ab grans desigs e 
ab grans plaers veem que se'n van a glòria sens fi (LC, c. 1I2 : s. 5; 
II: 339) . 
Third, he affirms the apostolic mission of all believers to recon-
quer the Holy Land through their witness to the Gospel : 
On, par-me, Sènyer, que lo conqueriment d'aquella sancta terra no's 
deja conquerir sinó per la manera on la conquesés vós e-ls vostres 
apòstols, qui la conquerís ab amor e ab oracions e ab escampament 
de làgremes e de sang. Com lo sant sepulcre, Sènyer, e la sancta terra 
d'outra-mar par que's deja conquerre per predicació mills que per força 
d'armes, ¡faer-se a avant, Sènyer, los sants cavallers religioses e 
guarnesquen-se del senyal de la creu, e umplen-se de la gràcia del sant 
Espirit, e vagen preïcar veritat de la vostra passió als infeels ... (LC, 
c. 112: ss . lO-lI; II: 340) . 
As a fictional ex ample to provide a context for this con-
cept of chivalry, Llull develops the figure of the Knight-Her-
mit in the prologue to the Llibre de l'orde de cavalleria. On the 
one hand, there is the passage from the active life of maturity 
to the contemplative stage of oId age: 
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Elegí vida ermitana con viu que sos dies eren breus e natura li defa-
llia per vellesa a usar d'armes ... Fugia al món, per ço que lo despodera-
ment de son cors, en el qual era esdevengut per vellesa, no el deshonràs 
en aquelles coses on saviesa e ventura llong de temps l'havien tengut 
honrat. On, per açò, lo cavaller cogità en la mort, remembrant lo 
traspassament d'aquest segle en 1'altre, e entès la sentència perdurable 
a la qual havia a venir (LOC, pròl.: 35-36) . 
On the other hand, there is the handing on to a new genera-
tion of knights the great tradition of military service to Christ 
that is embodied in a book which summarizes the rule of this 
order: 
«Amable fill, ... , jo són prés de la mort e mos dies no són molts; on, 
con aquest llibre sia fet per retornar la devoció e la lleiltat e l'ordona-
ment que cavaller deu haver en tenir son orde, per açò, bell fill, por-
tats-vas-en aquest llibre a la cort on anats , e mostrats-lo a tots aquells 
qui volen ésser cavallers novells» (LOC, pròl.: 39) . 
Both aspects anticipate a similar evolution in the character Blan-
querna, who fulfills the agenda of the reformer before becom-
ing a mystic, and who offers others the ex ample of his holy life 
and works in the form of a book to be recited throughout 
Christendom. 
In Blanquerna itself there are many exemplary cases of the 
reconversion, reinstitution, and remissionizing of Christian 
knights. One encounters spiritualized forms of feudal chivalry 
and courtly love: 
«No són letrat, ni no sé los llenguatges con pogués per paraules donar 
laor de nostra Dona als infeels; mas per armes vull anar honrar la dona 
que Déus a honrada sobre totes fembres. Novella manera vull pendre 
a honrar nostra Dona. Aquesta manera és que'm vaja combatre en terra 
de sserrayns contra un cavaller qui no sia servidor de nostra Dona ... 
(LEB, L. IIB : c. 64; II: 53) . 
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One also finds knights who combine the formation of the war-
rior in arms and of the preacher in theology: 
Esdevench-se -1- jorn que·l apostoli ach tramès un cavaller prevere, 
qui era del orde de ciència cavalleria, a -1- rey serray. Aquel, per for-
ça d'armes, vençé -X- cavallers, la -1- aprés l'altre, per diverses dies, 
e en aprés vençé per rahons tots los savis de sa terra, e a tots provà 
la santa fe catòlica ésser vera (LEB, 1. IV: c. 80; II; 155-156). 
Finally, one witnesses the transformation of the crusader into 
the martyr: «Un cavaller crestià vench en aquella çiutat ... ar-
remir cors per cors tot home qui digués que Déus no fos, ... e 
lo cavaller fo màrtir per loar Déu per ufici d'armes» (LEB, L. 
IV: c. 82; II: 173-174). In this insistence on a complete ser-
vice to the point of self-sacrifice, Llull comes to reflect the very 
mentality of the Muslim holy warriors that the strives by so 
many means either to convert or to conquer. 
In Martorell and Galba's Tirant lo Blanc, one finds two im-
portant sections on Christian chivalry that serve respectively 
as a model of the knight of God's formation and as an ex ample 
of the champion of Christ' s mission. In one instance, Tirant 
learns from the experience and counsel of a knight who has 
abandoned arms for prayers. In the other, the hero shows both 
that he has understood the pious lessons of his mas ter and that 
he has grasped the exigencies of new times of crisis for Christen-
dom, for Tirant does not beco me a contemplative in a nearby 
hermitage but rather an active apostle in the midst of wars 
and intrigues in distant lands that affect the cause of all Chris-
tians. 
The first section (cc. 28-39) describes Tirant's education 
in England through the teaching and example of the knight-
hermit Guillem de Varoic, who has returned to a life of con-
templation after vanquishing an army of Moors that invaded 
Britain. Un1ike Llull, Martorell emphasizes not the passage from 
one stage of Christian life to another, but the rejection of the 
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world of violence and death of the warrior in favor of the 
celebration of love and rebirth of the pilgrim: 
Trobant-se lo virtuós Comte en edat avançada de cinquanta-cinc anys, 
mogut per divinal inspiració, proposà de retraure's de les armes e 
d'anar en peregrinació e de passar a la casa santa de Jerusalem, on 
tot cristià deu anar si li és possible, per fer penitència e esmena de 
sos falliments. E aquest virtuós Comte hi volgué anar havent dolor 
e contricció de moltes morts que en la joventut havia fetes, seguint 
le~ guerres e batalles on s'era trobat (TE, c. 2; 1: 26). 
Paradoxically, after having rejected the world of arms, the her-
mit praises the spiritual grace of the Christian knight, which 
now serves as the center of his pious readings and meditations: 
«L'ermità .. . se delitava llegir un llibre qui és nomenat Arbre 
de batalles, e feia contínuament gràcies ... a Nostre Senyor Déu 
de les singulars gràcies que en aquest món havia aconseguides 
servint l'orde de cavalleria» (TB, c. 28; I: 64). The paradox 
resolves itself in terms similar to those of Llull, since Martorell 
describes Tirant' s rediscovery, through Guillem, of the true 
purpose of knighthood: 
«Glòria sia dada a tu, Senyor Déu, .. . , qui m'has fet venir en part tal, 
que haja poguda aconseguir vera notícia de l'orde de cavalleria, lo qual 
llongament he servit ignorant la sua gran noblesa, e l'honor e magni-
ficència en què són posats aquells qui llealment la serveixen» (TE, 
c. 32 ; 1: 68) . 
Further, again as in Llull, the Christian champion assimilates 
the Muslim concept of holy warriors as martyrs for the faith: 
«Cascun bon cavaller ... deu pendre mort per restauració e con-
servació de tot lo dessús dit, e si per açò moria, se n'iria la sua 
ànima dret en paradís» (TB, c. 35; I: 71). This part of the novel 
thus lays the foundation for the protagonist' s exemplary heroism 
as it unfolds in the defense of Constantinople and crusade 
against the Turks . 
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The second important section on Christian chivalry (cc. 
323-330 and 402-404) narrates Tirant's captivity and exploits 
in North Africa, where, after being shipwrecked, he is captured 
by Moors and engaged in their military service. This part 
represents the knight's life as a lay missionary and holy cham-
pion who converts Muslim princesses, rulers, and masses, 
creates a Christian empire in the southern Mediterranean, and 
thus aids the Byzantine cause. Although the hero's idealized 
formation and actions symbolize the complete knight as holy 
warrior and witness to the faith, his role is made ambivalent 
by five aspects of the narrative: (I) A romantic interest first 
motivates his departure from the Byzantine court and then 
underlies his conversion of Queen Maradigna and her court. 
He suits the means of courtly love to the particular end of the 
Christian faith and politics: «Deliberà de mostrar molta amor 
a la Reina [Maradigna] perquè tingués voluntat de fer-se cris-
tiana, no perjudicant en res l'amor que tenia a la sua princesa 
[Carmesina]» (TB, c. 324; II: 198). The infidel queen responds 
as much, if not more, to the nobility of her mentor as to the 
truth of his religion: «Doncs, senyor virtuós, sies prest en dar-
me lo sant baptisme, puix est flor de tot poble batejat» (TB, 
c. 326; II: 200) . (2) Hyperbole, as proper to hagiographic 
legends as to chiva1ric romance, colors the episodes of the Chris-
tian captive who brings spiritua1 freedom to his Muslim masters: 
«Tirant tornà a batejar, e la pressa era tanta dels moros qui es 
volien batejar, que Tirant no bastava nit e dia en dar-los lo sant 
baptisme, fins a tant que venc un frare de l'orde de la Mercè» 
(TB, c. 330; II: 205). Like Llull's Blanquerna, Tirant is 
transformed into a missionary reformer and organizer: «Tirant 
havia fet edificar molts monestirs en les ciutats que havia preses, 
e moltes altres esglésies, e havia-hi fet venir molts capellans 
e frares d'altres parts de la crestiandat» (TB, c. 404; II: 295). 
(3) A utopian vision of chivalry and courtesy (an anticipation 
of the Moorish novel) serves to transcend, in an age of warfare 
between Christian and Turk, the religious differences which 
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separate Tirant from Queen Maradigna and King Escarià before 
their baptism. The latter admires Tirant as a fellow knight who 
fulfills his rule of chivalry, in the fellowship and power of which 
the new convert now wishes to share with him: 
«Per què dic a tu, Capità virtuós, qui est cap de la secular potència, 
espasa e coltell defenedor de la santa religió crestiana, que puix veig 
ma senyora la Reina que s'és feta crestiana, jo de bon grat vull seguir 
les sues virtuoses obres. Per què et prec que em vulles dar lo sant bap-
tisme e que vulles ésser ab mi germà d'armes ... » (TB, c. 327; II: 200). 
In accordance with Llull's reformist model in Blanquerna, this 
Muslim king in Tirant recognizes what the queen did before 
him: for him, as a warrior and ruler, the truth of a religion does 
not depend on the authority of its teachers or guides from within 
its own peculiar institutions, but rather on the heroic ex ample 
of its saints and champions who, like most of those who are 
to be converted, are active in the society, politics, and war-
fare of the contemporary world. (4) Pious fiction exaggerates 
the effect of Tirant's ex ample as holy knight in converting the 
Moorish potentates and multitudes, since he relies more on 
the full power of his heroic witness than on the limited efficacy 
of his preaching: 
«Senyor, jo no hi sé molt; però jo us diré lo que n'he après en lo temps 
de ma puerícia; car la santa llei crestiana no vol ni consent que los 
catòlics crestians hagen a creure ab raons ni ab proves, sinó per sola 
fe ... E per bé que jo segueixca la pràctica e l'estil de les armes, més 
de necessitat saber així en les coses espirituals com en les temporals ... » 
(TB, c. 327; II: 20r). 
It is significant that, in accordance with his estate and tempera-
ment, Tirant seems to have learned not so much true doctrine 
as pious practice from Guillem de Varciic. (5) Military strategy, 
described with a Renaissance sense of history and pragmatism, 
is shown to be a decisive factor in the efforts to convert North 
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African kingdoms to Christianity, which form part of a grand 
geopolítical struggle against the Turks for control of the 
Mediterranean. On the one hand, Christ Himself is portrayed 
in military and polítical terms as the champion of all Christen-
dom: «Mas la fe catòlica, de la quallo Capità és Jesucrist, Rei 
sobre tots los reis e Senyor sobre tots los senyors ... indueix los 
crestians a l'observància dels manaments de Déu ... » (TB, c. 403; 
II: 294). On the other hand, all Christian knights are shown 
to enjoy the rewards of their double service to their faith (Chris-
tianity in the strict, spiritual sense) and to their polity (Christen-
dom in the broader, worldly sense): «Siau certs que de dos coses 
l'una no us pot fallir: la primera, que si en batalles que contra 
lo Turc o Soldà haureu moríeu, paraís no us pot mancar; l'altra, 
que si en aquelles haveu victòria i escapau, la vostra fama per 
tot lo món s'estendrà» (TB, c. 403; II: 295). 
In the mixing of salvation and fame líes the ambivalent ap-
peal of Christian chiva1ry for a Renaissance novel on the heroi sm 
of a good crusader-knight who, in the process fulfilling his per-
sonal vocation and historical mission, never attains the saintly 
status of Llull's reformer-hermit Blanquerna or of Martorell's 
knight-hermit Guillem de Varoic. Taken together, the above 
five considerations, elaborated by Martorell and Galba after 
the fall of the Christian East, offer important qualífications 
to Llull's idealistic vision of the many secondary characters in 
Blanquerna who, as knights of Christ, represent reborn court-
ly servants, inspired missionaries, and selfless martyrs. 
II. TIRANT'S REEDUCATION: 
FROM WEST TO EAST 
Since the Catalan novel Tirant lo Blanc is set in the Byzantine 
empire, it can serve as a literary model for cultural hermeneutics. 
It is a work of historical fiction written by Martorell and Galba 
about events in the Mediterranean world before the fall of Con-
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stantinople (1453): it recounts a series of encounters between 
East and West-Greek and Latin, as well as Turk and Chris-
tian-in terms of the interactions and confrontations that oc-
cur in a crucial period in the evolution of European culture. 7 
As background, there is the gradual transition from a dualístic 
to a pluralistic model of Christianity and Christendom: on the 
one hand, the confrontation between pope (Roman) and 
emperor (Holy Roman or Byzantine) shifts to conflicts between 
popes, kings (royalist/nationalist interests), and reformers 
(church critics/rebels); on the other hand, the division of the 
Christian Republic between the Latin West and Greek East 
gives way to a network of tensions among the rival Christian 
states of the Protestant North, Catholic South, and Orthodox 
East. At the same time, Tirant constitutes a transitional genre 
that combines elements of the medieval romanc e of chivalry 
and the modern biographical noveI. 8 As such, if functions as 
7 For cultural relations in this period of transition from the Middle Ages 
to the Renaissance, see: on economic contacts, Eliyahu Ashtor, Levant Trade 
in tbe Late Middle Ages, Princeton, Princeton Univ. Press, 1983, and R. S. 
Lopez and 1. W. Raymond, Medieval Trade in tbe Mediterranean World, New 
York, Norton, 1965; on the Latin and Greek contexts of religious history, 
David Knowles and Dimitri Obolensky, Tbe Middle Ages [Tbe Cbristian Cen-
turies, 2] , London, Darton, Longman, and Todd, 1969; on the late-medieval 
Westerners' mobility within and movement beyond Europe,J. R. S. Phillips, 
Tbe Medieval Expansion of Europe, Oxford, Oxford Univ . Press, 1988; and 
on the Catalan/Aragonese presence in the Mediterranean, Miquel Batllori, 
Vuit segles de cultura catalana a Europa, Barcelona, Edicions 62, 1983, and 
Charles Emmanuel Dufourcq, L'Espagne catalane et le Magbrib aux XIII' et 
XIV ' siècles, Thèse doctorale, Univ. de Paris, 1967. 
8 On the «modern» narrative qualities of Tirant, see: Damaso Alonso, 
«Tirant lo Blanc, novela moderna», Primavera tempra na de la literatura europea: 
lírica, épica, novela, Madrid, Guadarrama, 1961, 204-253; Boehne, Tbe 
Renaissance Catalan NaveI, 105-123; Rafael Beltran Llavador, Tirant lo Blanc: 
Evolució i revolta de la narració de cavalleries, València, Institució Alfons el 
Magnànim/Diputació de València, 1983; Antonio Torres-AlcaIa, El realismo 
del «Tirant lo Blancb» y su influencia en el «Quijote», Barcelona, Puvill, 1979; 
Mario Vargas Llosa, Lletra de batalla per «Tirant lo Blancb», Barcelona, Edi-
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a critical, ironic narrative of education for the Western knight: 
his experience of real warfare and of a diHerent culture forces 
him to redefine his conventional codes of crusade, chivalry, 
and courtesy. 9 
In order to examine the model of cultural hermeneutics in 
Tirant lo Blanch, it will be necessary to establish: (1) what are 
the contexts for the interpretation of East and West found in 
the novel; and (2) what are the models for representing the 
Western knight's transformation at the Byzantine court. The 
first question involves the ideologies that inform the narrative: 
these include the chivalry associated with the literary conven-
tions of knighthood, the courtesy reflected in the social norms 
of the aristocracy, and the crusade linked to the military, 
polítical, and religious struggle for supremacy in the Mediter-
ranean. The second question requires the narratological analysis 
of representative passages: it is interesting to compare the scenes 
of triumphs and laments, in which Tirant is seen to enter Con-
stantinople; these serve as emblematic moments in the narrative 
that define the individual and collective sense of identity, as 
well as interpretative signs of recognition that develop the Latin 
and Greek conceptions of heroism, for they oHer mirrar im-
ages of each other. 
At the outset, in England, the Breton knight Tirant is form-
cions 62, I969; and Alan Yates, «Tirant lo Blanc: The Ambiguous Bero», 
Hispanic Studies in Honour of Frank Pierce, ed. J . England, Sheffield, Univ . 
of Sheffield, I980, I8I-I98. 
9 For the cultural and polítical contexts of Tirant, see: Edward T . 
Aylward, Martorell's «Tirant lo Blanch»: A Pl'Og/'am for Military and Social 
Reform in Fifteenth-Century Christendom, Chapel Bill, North Carolina Studies 
in Romance Languages and Literatures , I985; Sigfred Bosch, «Les fonts orien-
tals del Tirant lo Blanch», Estudis Romànics, 2 (I949-I950) , I-50 ; William 
]. Entwistle, «Tirant lo Blanc and the Social Order of the End of the Fifteenth 
Century», Estudis Romànics, 2 (I949-I950) , I49-I64; and Joseph Anthony 
Vaeth, Tirant lo Blanch: A Study of its Authorship, Principal Sources and Histo-
rical Setting, New York, Columbia Univ . Press, I9I8 (rpt. by AMS, I966) . 
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ed in Western traditions of chivalry and courtesy by his men-
tor Guillem de Varoic (or William of Warwick, the subject of 
Saxon legend and French romance, as well as of Martorell's 
initial attempts at a Catalan narrative).'o These are then 
recontextualized, questioned, and mediated by new historical 
realities and cultural phenomena in the East at the court of 
Constantinople, where the protagonist wins fame, love, and 
wisdom. The novel represents Tirant's exploits as a fictional 
account of Aragonese relations with the Byzantine empire and 
eastern Mediterranean during the fourteenth and fifteenth cen-
turies: his military deeds recapitulate the heroic career of the 
Italian Roger de Flor and his band of Catalan almogàvers in 
Greece (I302-1307)." The valiant, yet naive Tirant is also in-
itiated into sensuous cus toms of Byzantine court1y love; a secret 
marriage to the Emperor' s daughter c1imaxes a process of 
cultural shock and adaptation to foreign ways." Within these 
'" See Boehne, The Renaissance Catalan NaveI, 95-98 and 1I5; and 
Robert B. Tate, «Joanot Martorell in England», Estudis Romànics, 10 (1962), 
277-281. Boehne notes in the «Guillem de Varoic» chapters (Martorell's 
original narrative) a «doctrinal, sermonizing, and Lu11ian tone vis-à-vis the 
amoral gaiety and entertainment at the court of Constantinople» (115). 
" On the Mediterranean expansion of the Crown of Aragon, see: 
Thomas N. Bisson, The Medieval Crown ol Aragon, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 
1986,86-103; J. N. Hillgarth, rhe Spanish Kingdoms 1250-1516, Oxford, 
Clarendon Press, 1976,2 vols., I: 233-286; Angus Mackay, Spain in the Mid-
dIe Ages: From Frontier to Empire, London, Macmillan, 1977, 12 l - l 3 I; J oseph 
F. O'Callaghan, A History ol Medieval Spain, lthaca, Cornell Univ. Press, 
1975, 382-406; and J. Lee Schneidman, The Rise ol the Aragonese-Catalan 
Empire, 1200-1350, New York, New York Univ. Press, 1970, 2 vols. 
On the ltalian mercenary Roger de Flor and the Catalan almogàvers, in 
addition to the above studies (passim), see Ferran Valls Taberner and Ferran 
Soldevila, Història de Catalunya, Barcelona, Selecta, 1977, 174-178. Cf. the 
contemporary accounts contained in the chronicles of Bernat Desclot, 
Barcelona, Barcino/Els Nostres Clàssics, 1949, and Ramon Muntaner, 
Barcelona, Barcino/Els Nostres Clàssics, 1927; for their study, see Riquer, 
Història de la literatura catalana, I: 373-488 and 449-480 respectively. 
" See Aylward, Martorell's «Tirant», 88-117 (<<a new kind of courtly 
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contexts of knightly and courtly education, it is important to 
note the role played by the Western champion at a crucial mo-
ment in the history of Constantinople, which finds itself under 
siege and in mourning for its de ad heroes. 
In the prologue, the author establishes the conventional 
theme of the praise of heroes: 
Mereixedors són d'honor, glòria e de fama e contínua bona memòria 
los hòmens virtuosos, e singularment aquells qui per la república no 
han recusat sotsmetre llurs persones a mort, perquè la vida d'aquells 
fos perpetual per glòria ... La dignitat militar deu ésser molt decorada, 
perquè sens aquella los regnes e ciutats no es porien sostenir en pau .. . 
(TB, pròl.: l, 23-24). 
Tirant thus stands out as a Westerner who is willing to die for 
the cause of the Eastern Empire; he is a warrior far from home 
who seeks peace for the most afflicted part of Christendom. 
What leads him to offer his sword to the Byzantine emperor 
is the latter' s appeal for help to Western kings and knights, 
which combines political and religious arguments: 
Notificam a la vostra real persona com lo Soldà, moro renegat, sia 
ab gran poder dins lo nostre imperi e en companyia sua lo Gran Turc: 
han-nos pres la major part de nostra senyoria, en la qual remei no 
podem dar per la mia senectut per no poder exercir les armes. Aprés 
la gran pèrdua que havem fet de ciutats, viles e castells, e han-me mort 
lo major bé que tenia en aquest món, ço és, lo meu fill primogènit, 
qui éra la mia consolació e escut e defensa de la santa fe catòlica, ab 
ànimo viril batallant contra los infels ab molta honor e glòria sua e 
mia (TB, c. 115: l, 215-216). 
10ver»); Boehne, The Renaissance Catalan NaveI, 113-120 (<<a new approach 
to 10ve»); and Frank Pierce, «The Role of Sex in Tirant lo Blanch», Estudis 
Romànics, 10 (1962), 291-300. 
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Here the personal considerations of a monarch in mourning and 
under siege might be seen to symbolize the decadence of an 
entire Empire on the eve of its fall: 
[S]i los precs meus tan justs e de tanta caritat no havien lloc en vós, 
almenys, en reverència e servei e l'omnipotent Déu, vullau haver com-
passió d'aquell trist e afligit Emperador, qui ab tan gran instància 
vos prega e us demana que hajau misericòrdia de la sua senectut, que 
per mitjà de la vostra gran cavalleria, e fiant d'aquella, no sia desposseït 
de la sua imperial senyoria (TB, c. II6: I, 217) 
On this symbolic plane, Tirant rep re sents the robust and pro-
sperous West that is thus summoned to save the «sad and af-
flicted» East in the hour of its greatest need. Indeed, the 
historical models for the Catalan heroes of Greece taken from 
the fourteenth century are to be associated with the reception 
of the novel by fifteenth-century readers who are aware of the 
recent fall of Constantinople, one of «los actes frescs de nostres 
dies» to which the Prologue alludes (TB, pròl.: I, 23). At the 
same time, Tirant' s role as crusader is gradually cast in the 
biblical terms of the elected judge or even the expected Messiah. 
In his letter the Emperor already hints at this image of the 
Tirant or the West as Savior: 
[u]s prec e us requir com a cavaller, .. . que vós vullau ... anar a servir 
l'estat imperial, e us ho conselle així com si em fósseu pròpiament 
fill . Perquè tinc coneguda vostra noble condició e gran habilitat, d'on 
se'n seguiran molts beneficis per la vostra anada, que fareu estalvis 
tants pobles de la eres tiana fe de dura e greu captivitat, e d'açò sereu 
premiat per la Bondat divina en aquest món d'excelses honors, e en 
l'altre de l'eterna glòria (TB, c. II6: I, 217) . 
The Emperor's plea is couched in a prophecy of what will 
amount to the apotheosis of the Tirant as Crusader. Such ex-
aggerated terms of honor reflect the West's image of the Eastern 
court' s ritual pomp in which the trappings of Church and Em-
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pire are combined. At the same time, through the Emperor's 
prophecy and Tirant's deeds, Constantinople is to be transform-
ed from an oId and weakened empire under the siege of infidels 
into a promised land of peace and prosperity that wil1 reward 
the Christian victors with honors, riches, and love. 
Within the two sec tions of the novel that deal extensively 
with Tirant's exploits against the Turks in the Byzantine Em-
pire (Book 3: chapters r r 6-296 and Book 5: chapters 408-487), 
there stand out those passages that describe the Western 
knight's entries into Constantinople. These constitute a series 
of emblematic scenes that reflect not only Tirant's changing 
role and status as a Christian champion, but also his reception 
as a hero by the Greeks in the context of their own court and 
the com mon crusade against Islam. The protagonist's entries 
inc1ude: the answer to the Emperor's summons (c. II6), the 
triumph over the Grand Caramany (c. r66), the secret mission 
to the Emperor and visit to princess Carmesina (c. 434), the 
triumph over the Sultan and the Grand Turk (c. 448), and 
the funeral procession that bears his own corpse (c. 47 r). 
Tirant' s first entry into the Greek capital represents a 
transformation of the Eastern Empire from a state of despair 
to one of hope, as well as a change of heart among the Byzan-
tine populace from mourning to rejoicing. All welcome the 
Western knight, whom they adopt as one of their own and as 
God's champion: «Com l'Emperador sabé que Tirant era 
vengut, en los dies de sa vida no mostrà major alegria e dix que, 
al parer seu, que son fill era ressuscitat ... Lo poble, qui trist 
estava e adolorit, s'alegrà tot, que els paria que Déu los fos 
aparegut» (TB, c. r r6: I, 2r8). The Breton knight brings with 
him valor, youth, and life itself into a moribund empire obsessed 
with its own death. This is the symbolic context for Tirant' s 
encounter with and immediate lo ve for the princess Carmesina. 
His entry into the court becomes a purifying ritual that restores 
the imperial family to a passionate interest in living, loving, 
and fighting. This rite of transformation is mediated by the 
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Emperor's bestowing upon Tirant the title of Captain General 
of the Byzantine Empire, which entitles him both to the renew-
al of the crusade and to the familiarity of the imperial court: 
«"Capità major ... , quisvulla qui tinga la capitanitat de l'Im-
peri grec té potestat d'obrir les finestres e de mirar-les totes 
en la cara e llevar-los lo dol que porten per marit, pare, fill o 
germà. E així vull jo que useu vós de vostre ofici"» (TB, c. 117: 
I, 220) . Tirant himself recognizes the link that must be forged 
between the values of courtesy and chivalry and the Empire's 
respons e to the realities of siege and war: the carefree joy of 
the court and the stout fear1essness of the knight must help 
sustain the Christian army' s hope on the battlefield and the 
Byzantine people's confidence within their city walls: 
La segona causa per què estan trists, sí és per la gran morisma que es 
veen molt prop, tement perdre los béns e la vida e, lo menys mal, ésser 
catiuus en poder d'infels. Per què la necessitat requir que l'altesa vostra 
e de la senyora Emperadriu façau la cara alegre a tots los qui us veuran, 
per aconsolar-los de la dolor en què posats són perquè prenguen ànimo 
en virilment batallar contra los enemics (TB, c. Iq: 1,221). 
As a Westerner at the Eastern court Tirant thus serves to restore 
the sense of vitality, wonder, and purpose to a people that had 
fallen back upon conventional forms and orders. Imperial hierar-
chy and ceremonial could not win victories to the Greeks nor 
happiness to the imperial family, which Tirant now brings with 
his ingenuous admiration of the Greek court and its princess: 
«No creguera jamés que en aquesta terra hagués tantes coses 
admirables com veig» (c. II8: I, 222) . 
The Breton knight' s second entry into Constantinople takes 
place as the victorious Captain-GeneraI of the Greeks, who now 
presents his hosts with wonçlers of his own: 
[Tirant] ixqué ab lo Gran Caramany, lo qual portava a la part dreta, 
e lo rei de la soberana Índia a la part sinestra, i ell anava enmig; e 
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tots los barons anaven davant. E tota la multitud del poble ixqueren 
a rebre'l ab molta honor: així com si fos tramès del cel, així tenien 
los ulls en ell; e no solament li feien honors humanals, mas encara 
divinals . E per més venerar-lo li ixqué tot lo clero, professó feta, ab 
totes les relíquies e ab tots los prelats, e desitjaven-lo tots posar en 
lo pus alt lloc de paradís si poguessen (TE, c. 166: I, 381) . 
The human actions of Tirant the experienced commander are 
interpreted by the Byzantine people as divine acts of heroism 
that refer equally to biblical paradigms and classical mythology. 
For Western readers, the ironic perspectivism of the narrative 
depends up on the cultural hermeneutics of Western knighthood 
in terms of Eastern hero-worship, as well as of the Christian 
crusade in terms of Byzantine ceremonial. Indeed, the Catalan 
narrator is himself influenced by Greek iconography, since he 
describes the figure of the victorious captain framed by his cap-
tives and men as if it were a static, official portrait in con-
tradistinction to the dynamic role he plays in the story. This 
symbolic form of hero-worship is reinforced by the rhetorical 
terms (based on hagiography and biblical typology) used in the 
narrative to refer to the way in which Tirant is perceived by 
the Byzantine army: 
[E]n la necessitat tots reclamaven a Tirant com si fos un sant, e no 
es tenien per segurs molt, ans tenien gran temor als turcs , car l'ànimo 
gran que tenien en lo temps de les victòries obteses per la molta vir-
tut de la presència de Tirant, per l'absència sua l'havien tot perdut. 
E feien especial oració que Nostre Senyor ajudàs a Tirant perquè el 
poguessen cobrar, que en ell estava tota llur esperança. E trameteren 
una lletra a l'Emperador suplicant-lo que els trametés lo llur Messies, 
Tirant ... (TE, c. 167: I, 384). 
The irony lies in Tirant's own self-perception as an ordinary 
person who tries as best he can to fulfill his duties as a Chris-
tian knight and his loyalties to his Byzantine lord and belov-
ed. In curing the Greeks of their despair under siege , he seems 
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to have given them an illusionary hope in victory under the 
West's champion. 
This under1ying tension between the public image of the 
conqueror and savior and the privat e self-knowledge of 
the soldier and lover serves as the context for Tirant's third 
entry. Once more, he returns in semidivine triumph: 
Los nobles ciutadans e la popular gent, sentint veus de tanta alegria, 
corrien a la muralla per veure en lo port entrar lo tan desitjat socors , 
qui entrava ab les banderes altes de la majestat imperial e del valerós 
capità Tirant. No fon menor alegria dins la ciutat, tocant totes les 
campanes e donant llaor e glòria a la divinal Providència com li era 
estat plasent de socórrer los afligits ... (TB, c. 430: II, 330). 
But such fanatical acclaim represents an obstacle to the com-
mander's mission to consult with the Emperor on strategy and 
to the betrothed' s desire to enjoy the company of his lady. As 
a result, entering the city in secrecy with a disguise, 
deliberà que secretament, sol, anàs a la noble ciutat desitjada per parlar 
ab la majestat de l'Emperador e saber la voluntat e deliberació sua, 
de què es poria seguir molt gran benefici de pau e tranquiJ.litat en 
l'Imperi grec, e a ell tranquiJ.le repòs en los braços de sa senyora (TB, 
c. 434 : II , 336) . 
It is precisely in this moment of anonymity in the midst of the 
metropolis and the court, that he manages to consummate 
the secret marriage he had earlier arranged with princess 
Carmesina. Far from the crowd's addulation, he can be himself 
with his beloved, as each discovers the human man and woman 
beneath the courtly façades. In Tirant' s ability as a Westerner to 
distance himself from the Byzantine icons and rhetoric of power 
one finds the basis of his success as a «real» soldier and lover. 
The fourth entry confirms Tirant's claims to Constantino-
ple's eternal gratitude as if he while living the crusader knight 
had become the metropolis' patron saint: 
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Com ... la popular gent saberen que Tirant venia ab tan gran triumfo 
portant presos los majors senyors qui eren de tot lo poble morisc, foren 
los més contents hòmens del món; e donaren infinides llaors e gràcies 
a la divina Clemència, qui els havia lliberats de tant de mal que passat 
havien e de molt més que esperaven en l' esdevenidor. E tot lo poble 
corria a la mar per veure los presoners. Foren aquí ajustades infinides 
gents ... e cridaven ab multiplicades veus: «¡Vixca lo benaventurat 
Capità! ¡Déu lo prospere e li augmente la vida, qui ens ha lliberats 
de tanta captivitat e misèria!» (TB, c. 448: II, 352). 
What can only be termed the Byzantine syncretism of religious 
and imperial ceremonial continues to inform the victory celebra-
tions among the populace and coutt. What is noteworthy is the 
manner in which as a Western knight, albeit of exalted rank, 
Tirant is able to transcend the barriers of authority and mediate 
a popular sense of solidarity among alllevels of the Byzantine 
people: 
E la plaça era plena de la popular gent de la ciutat, qui miraven la 
tan graciosa festa e altres qui ballaven de diversos balls ... E d'altra 
part, per la ciutat se feien d'altres maneres de solaços de balls e de 
jocs de gran alegria ... De matí anaven a l'església, on se feien solemnes 
professons e oficis; e aprés dinar, danses e gales e coses d'alegria (TB, 
c. 450: II, 357). 
As a truly popular hero, Tirant has earned the personalloyalty 
of all not through his noble rank but through his brave and 
virtuous actions. Earlier in the narrative, this is mirrored 
negatively in the Duke of Macedonia' s envy and opposition to 
Tirant's rank (c. 154), and positively in Hipòlit's admiration 
and imitation of Tirant's deeds (C. 138). By following his Breton 
friend's heroic yet human example, Hipòlit earns the same suc-
cess and happiness in the world of men and women: 
La fortuna pròspera favorí tant aquest emperador Hipòlit, e fon tan 
virtuós cavaller, que augmentà, per sa alta cavalleria molt l'Imperi 
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grec, e amplià aquell de moltes províncies que ell conquistà, e ajustà 
molt gran tresor per la sua molta diligència. Fon molt amat e temut 
de sos súbdits e encara dels veïns senyors qui li estaven entdrn de 
l'Imperi (TE, c. 487= II, 4II). 
It is significant that Hipòlit should ascend to the mighty throne 
of the Byzantine empire through the all-too-human love of the 
oId Empress and the real paternal/fraternal fellowship offered 
him by Tirant du ring his greatest hour. 
In contrast to the earlier triumphant entries into Cons tan-
tinople, one now reads of Tirant's fifth and final entry as a 
corpse entrusted before dying to his friends and companions, 
who are to return it to his beloved. Before Carmesina can learn 
of his death, his body is accorded by the court the ceremonial 
proper to a holy warrior: 
Posaren lo cos de Tirant dins la ciutat, en una casa, on per los metges 
fon embalsamat. Aprés que l'hagueren embalsamat, vestiren-li un gipó 
de brocat e una roba d'estat de brocat forrada de marts gebelins; e 
així el portaren a l'església major de la ciutat, ço és, de Santa Sofia. 
Aquí ... posaren lo cos de Tirant, sobre lo llit, gitat, ab espasa cenyida 
(TE , c. 471: II, 385). 
However, in the midst of his lament over his loss the Emperor 
himself realizes the political consequences for the Byzantine 
empire, which had corne to depend so much on its cuIt of the 
Western savior: 
Hui és lo jorn que es perd lo nostre ceptre, i del meu cap la triüm-
fant corona prostrada veig en terra. Del nostre cos lo braç dret nos 
defall, i lo pilar en lo quallo nostre estat segurament recolzava és 
derrocat per tu, fortuna adversa ... ¡Oh enemiga mort ... [hJas mort 
a Tirant per matar l'emperador de Contestinoble; jo só lo mort, e 
viva per a sempre de l'estrenu Tirant la glòria i la fama (TE, c. 472 : 
II, 386) . 
RELIGIOUS AND CULTURAL POLITICS II9 
From the Emperor's rhetoric of fame and fortune, the author 
turns to Carmesina's melodramatic lamentation and subsequent 
death of grief. The physicality of her mourning over Tirant's 
lifeless body serves to underscore the humanity of the dead hero: 
[C]om véu lo cos de Tirant, lo cor li pensà esclatar, e la ira li esforçà 
l'ànima, que pujà sobre lo llit ab tals contrasts, los ulls corrent vives 
llàgremes, llançà's sobre lo cos de Tirant ... E besava lo fred cos 
1'afligida senyora ab tanta força que rompé lo nas, llançant abundosa 
sang, que los ulls e la cara tenia plena de sang. No era negú que la 
ves lamentar, que no llançàs abundoses llàgremes de dolor (TB, cc. 
472-473: II, 387-388). 
Like the previous actions of her dead lover, Carmesina's real 
grief breaks the spell of the court's artificial rites. All now grasp 
the loss of the Western knight who had brought not only vic-
tory and freedom to the Greeks, but also a new sense of joy, 
liveliness, and companionship to the Byzantine court. 
The interpretation, from the point of view of Western 
chivalry and crusade, of the cultural values associated with the 
Greek wor1d, Byzantine court, and Hellenistic romance occupies 
a central place in the ideological frames and narratological pro-
cess of the Catalan novel Tirant lo Blanc. It is in the East, in 
Byzantium, that the knight-crusader Tirant undergoes harsh 
conditions and masters practical strategies, as he acquires the 
military, political, and social experience with which to make 
the transition to a modern, secularized wor1d of real war and 
passion. As ironic narrative, Tirant lo Blanc serves to transform 
the West' s encounter with Byzantium into a hermeneutic model 
for cultural reeducation and criticism. What results, in terms 
of iconology (models of heroism), narratology (stories of 10 ve 
and death, as well as war and peace), and ideology (values of 
a Christian empire and crusade), is a process of cultural 
discovery, translation, interpretation, and assimilation that 
serves as a bridge not only between West and East, but also 
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between the myth of a heroic age of faíth of the Míddle Ages 
and the problematíc realítíes of the secular world of the 
Renaíssance . 
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